I. Introduction
outcomes. Identifying the causal effects of maternal mental health shocks on child health is of interest and may have some policy relevance because if all the observed intergenerational correlation in health is attributed to unobservable factors, there is little scope for policy intervention (Solon 1999; Black and Devereux 2011) . As such, it is the main purpose of this study.
Establishing a causal impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health is challenging. It is well documented that this is in part due to problems of unobservable individual heterogeneity correlated with both maternal mental health and child health (such as genetic endowments common to the mother and the child or the mother's discount rate; Black and Devereux 2011; Ahlburg 1998 ) and reverse causality (whether maternal mental health affects child health or vice versa). Measurement error issues are also likely, as objective measures of child health are not always available in surveyed data and researchers are constrained to use child health measures reported by parents. Parents' reports of their children's health may be influenced by parental health states (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005; Le and Nguyen 2017) , thus biased estimates of intergenerational correlation in health may be found by using these child health measures.
This paper employs a fixed-effects instrumental variables (FE-IV) model, which is identified by time-variant sources of arguably exogenous variations in maternal mental health to estimate a causal impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health. We apply the FE-IV model to six waves of high-quality Australian panel data of two cohorts of children to simultaneously address the issues of unobserved heterogeneity, reverse causality, and measurement errors. In particular, we use the death of a close friend of the mother and a recent serious injury of a close relative (not a parent, partner, or child) of the mother as two instruments in the maternal mental health equations. These instruments affect a large number of mothers in our sample, vary for the same mother over time, and are shown to strongly determine maternal mental health but not maternal physical health. In addition, results from a battery of sensitivity and specification tests, including an overidentification test, different combinations of instruments, and inclusion of various time-variant variables, suggest that these two instruments are empirically strong.
Using a recent nationally representative data set from the Longitudinal Survey of Australian Children (LSAC), this paper makes two important contributions to research into intergenerational transmission in health. First, and most importantly, this paper improves on most previous research by using an individual FE-IV approach to estimate a causal impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health (Goodman et al. 2011; Johnston, Schurer, and Shields 2013) . Second, our novel empirical model and high-quality panel data allow us to document the causal impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health over a long duration during children's key developmental periods (Case and Paxson 2010; Almond 2006; Smith 2009 ). In particular, for each cohort of children we observe parents and children up to six times over 12 years, starting from birth or kindergarten ages to 15 years old. Observations over this long duration allow investigation of both contemporaneous and intertemporal impacts of maternal mental health shocks on child health. The rich data set also enables us to explore heterogeneous patterns of the intergenerational transfers in health not only by child ages but also by other various characteristics of the mother and the child.
Employing the LSAC data and an FE-IV approach, we find that poor maternal mental health does not affect children's general health, asthma morbidity, or anthropometric measures. However, our results suggest that children of mothers with worse mental health do need more medical care than is usual for most children of the same age. For this child health outcome, higher adverse impact is found for boys, younger children, children of mothers with lower education, and children in lower-income households. Our results also indicate that children of depressed mothers are more likely to have food or digestive allergies and tonsillitis incidence. Also, our results demonstrate that failing to account for endogeneity of maternal mental health could result in overestimates of the adverse effect of poor maternal mental health on child health. Our findings are robust to a wide range of robustness checks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses the related literature, while Section III describes our data. Section IV describes our empirical models, and Section V presents the empirical results. Section VI reports results from various robustness checks. Section VII examines heterogeneous effects and Section VIII concludes the findings of this study.
II. Literature Review
This paper examines the impact of maternal mental health on child health, relating to an emerging body of research focusing on intergenerational transmission in health. A limited number of studies in economics have investigated correlations between various parental health measures and health outcomes of children at different age groups with data sets from countries with different levels of development. For example, Venkataramani (2011) investigated the correlations of height between Vietnamese parents and their children who were aged six years and under, and Bhalotra and Rawlings (2011, 2013) used microdata from 38 developing countries to document the correlations between maternal height and infant survival probability. More recently, Kim et al. (2015) documented associations in health (as measured by general health status or physical difficulties) between Indonesian parents and their adult children.
Other studies employed data from developed countries, exclusively from the United States and European countries. For example, Classen (2010) documented associations between the weight status of US mothers and their children when both generations were between the ages of 16 and 24 years. Also employing US data, Bauldry et al. (2012) examined the associations between parental health conditions and self-rated health of children from adolescence to young adulthood, while Thompson (2014) estimated the correlation of the same specific chronic health conditions between parents and their young children. Recently, Darden and Gilleskie (2016) studied the effects of parental health shocks on self-rated health of adult offspring in the United States. Research has also been conducted with data sets from Germany (Coneus and Spiess 2012) and the United Kingdom (Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007; Johnston, Schurer, and Shields 2013) . Coneus and Spiess (2012) examined correlations in health between German parents and their 0-to 4-year-old children using various health measures, including anthropometric, health disorders, and self-rated health measures. Propper, Rigg, and Burgess (2007) and Johnston, Schurer, and Shields (2013) both conducted research into correlations between maternal and child health. While Johnston, Schurer, and Shields (2013) examined intergenerational correlations in mental health over three generations, Propper, Rigg, and Burgess (2007) investigated correlations in maternal physical and mental health and health measures of their children (aged less than seven years) including self-rated health, asthma, mental health, and anthropometric measures. The two UK studies are of particular interest because, like the current study, they both correlate maternal mental health to child health.
Because this study examines the impact of maternal mental health on child health outcomes, it also relates to a large psychology literature on the association between parental depression and child behaviors (for reviews, see, for example, Goodman and Gotlib 1999; Goodman et al. 2011; McAdams et al. 2014) or child asthma morbidity (Yamamoto and Nagano 2015) .
Studies in this area have used three main strategies to address the possible endogeneity of parental health in the child health or health-related behavior equations. The first, and most common approach in this area, tries to limit the impact of unobservable individual heterogeneity by using a rich set of child and parent characteristics. The second approach controls for time-invariant unobservable characteristics using a child FE estimator (Darden and Gilleskie 2016) or a children-of-twins method (McAdams et al. 2014; Kim-Cohen et al. 2005) . The third approach employs an IV method. The first and only attempt following this path within this area of research is a study by Venkataramani (2011) , who used conditions faced by parents early in life as instruments for their height in a cross-sectional regression framework.
Regardless of data sets and empirical methods used, existing evidence from the economics literature often suggests a strong positive association between parental health and child health. Studies into parental depression and child development from the psychology literature often find significant association between parental depression and children's behavioral problems, emotional functioning (Goodman and Gotlib 1999; Goodman et al. 2011; McAdams et al. 2014) , or asthma morbidity (Yamamoto and Nagano 2015) . Two economics studies cited above also documented that children of depressed mothers have worse health outcomes. Specifically, Propper, Rigg, and Burgess (2007) found that children of depressed mothers have adverse health outcomes (as represented by worse general health or mental health or a higher probability of having asthma). Similarly, Johnston, Schurer, and Shields (2013) found a positive and strongly statistically significant intergenerational correlation in mental health over three generations.
Overall, the above review of emerging literature in this area indicates that while some serious attempts have been made to identify a causal estimate of parental health on child health, the current literature is yet to achieve that aim given limitations of the methods or data used. We build on these studies to employ both child-parent FE and IV approaches in a unified framework to provide more robust estimates on a causal impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health. . Children and their parents were surveyed every two years. In this study we utilized data from both cohorts. Our current data thus allow us to study the subject during key developmental years of children, from birth to 14/15 years old. Since the information collected for the two cohorts is almost identical, we merged the two cohorts of children to increase the sample size and enhance the statistical power of our econometric analyses. We used this pooled sample in the main analyses. Nevertheless, in a heterogeneous analysis (see Section VII), we estimated the impact of maternal mental health by child cohorts and found largely similar results.
III. Data

B. M AT E R N A L M E N TA L H E A LT H M E A S U R E S
Two measures of maternal mental health were used in this study: the first measure is based on the K6 scale of psychological distress. The K6 was derived from self-reported responses to six items, which asked the mother about symptoms of depression or anxiety experienced in the past four weeks. It used a five-level response scale that ranges from "all of the time" (1) to "none of the time" (5). The six questions asked were the following: "In the past 4 weeks, how often did you feel …: 1. Nervous, 2. Hopeless, 3. Restless or fidgety, 4. Everything was an effort, 5. So sad I couldn't cheer up, and 6. Worthless". The sum of scored responses to the six questions was used to generate a single score of psychological distress. The summed score ranged from 6 to 30, with higher scores indicating a lower level of psychological distress. K6 validation studies have been carried out in a number of countries throughout the world (Kessler et al. 2010) , including Australia (Furukawa et al. 2003) . These studies uniformly found the K6 to have very good concordance with independent clinical ratings of mental health. For the sake of interpretation and consistency with the second maternal mental health measure (introduced below) used in this study, we used a reversed K6 score with a higher score indicating higher levels of psychological distress, which is associated with poorer mental health.
The second measure is a binary indicator that takes the value of one if the mother was depressed for two weeks or more in the year prior to the survey time, and zero otherwise.
1 While the K6 has proven to be a high-quality measure of mental health (Kessler Furukawa et al. 2003) , concerns have been raised that as a subjective measure it may be prone to a self-reporting scale bias. 2 As the dummy maternal mental health indicator is less likely to be affected by differences in individual response scales (Bratti and Mendola 2014) , we used it in addition to our preferred K6 score in this analysis. Maternal mental health is the focus of our study for two reasons. First, similar to data used in the international literature (Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007; Johnston, Schurer, and Shields 2013; Goodman et al. 2011) , health indicators are more widely available for mothers than for fathers in our data. Second, and specific to our context, we used the IV method and instruments that are mainly available for maternal mental health. While maternal mental health is our main focus, we will test for robustness of the results by including similar paternal health indicators where available.
C. C H I L D H E A LT H M E A S U R E S
Several child health measures were used in this study. The first measure is the child's general health reported by parents. Specifically, responses to the question "In general, how would you say the child's current health is: 1. Excellent; 2. Very good; 3. Good; 4. Fair; 5. Poor" were used to construct a general health measure, with higher values of this measure indicating worse subjective general health. This measure is often used in the literature on child health development (Case, Lubotsky, and Paxson 2002; Currie, Shields, and Price 2007; Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007; Khanam, Nghiem, and Connelly 2009; Kuehnle 2014; Coneus and Spiess 2012; Darden and Gilleskie 2016) . Following some previous studies (Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007; Lindeboom, Llena-Nozal, and van der Klaauw 2009) , we additionally employed the number of ongoing conditions the child has as the second child health measure.
3 maternal mental health and child health. As can be seen from Online Appendix Table A2 , our two maternal mental health measures are highly correlated with a magnitude of 0.48, and the correlation is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. In wave 5, LSAC also collected parents' current and past health conditions, including some mental health conditions such as depression, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and postnatal depression. Our data (See Online Appendix Table A3) show that the two mental health measures used in this paper are strongly correlated with such additional maternal mental health variables. However, because these additional mental health conditions are only available in wave 5, we have not used them in regression analyses. Unfortunately, our data do not have clinical measures of maternal mental health. This data limitation appears to be common for studies using survey data sets to study the impact of mental health on child development outcomes (Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007; Johnston, Schurer, and Shields 2013; Dahlen 2016) . 2 It is understood from the existing literature that individuals may have different scales of reference in answering the same question on the assessment of their health status (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2001; Crossley and Kennedy 2002) . Our empirical models, which control for parent-child time-invariant unobservable characteristics, also help reduce any scale of reference bias. 3 Specifically, we used responses to the following question: "Does study child have any of these ongoing conditions? ('Ongoing conditions' exist for some period of time (weeks, months or years) or re-occur regularly. They do not have to be diagnosed by a doctor.)" The list of ongoing conditions included hearing, sight or seeing properly, developmental delay, eczema, diarrhea or colitis, anemia, ear infections, food or digestive allergies, constipation, frequent headaches, tonsillitis, and others. In a robustness check in Section VI, we
We also used a dummy variable to indicate whether the child has been diagnosed as having asthma as the third measure of child health. This measure was used because it was specifically asked separately from questions about ongoing health conditions described above. In addition, while being reported by parents, the question about asthma tends to suggest that this condition may be more objective because it is more likely to be diagnosed by a professional. 4 Studies in the psychology field often document a positive association between parental stress and child asthma morbidity (see, for example, Yamamoto and Nagano (2015) for a review of this related literature). Similarly, a health economics study by Propper, Rigg, and Burgess (2007) also reported a positive association between maternal mental health illness and child asthma. However, none of the studies in the psychology or economics literature has addressed the endogeneity of parental stress like this paper does. Two additional child health measures are dummy variables indicating whether the child currently uses prescribed medicine or whether the child needs extra medical care.
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In addition to the above parents' self-reported measures of child health, the survey also contains child height and weight indicators that were measured by a professional and so are less prone to measurement errors and biases than parental self-reports. These two health indicators are therefore used as additional child health measures in this study. We also used them to construct an additional anthropometric indicator: the body mass index (BMI). Given that health may be a nonlinear function of height, weight, or BMI, we introduced them in a log form in regressions. We also used an indicator for child overweight or obesity as defined by Cole et al. (2000) as an additional anthropometric indicator to capture the possible nonlinearity in the impact of maternal mental health on child BMI.
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As reviewed above, child anthropometric measures have been used widely in the literature on intergenerational transmission in health (Venkataramani 2011; Classen 2010; Coneus and Spiess 2012; Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007) .
D. S A M P L E
We focused on 96 percent of the initial surveyed sample where Parent 1 is the biological mother of the child. 7 We further restricted our sample to children without missing information on a list of important explanatory variables (as detailed in Section IV).
also examined the effect of maternal mental health on the incidence of specific chronic health conditions (see Online Appendix Table A9 ). 4 This variable is constructed using responses to the question "Has a doctor ever told you that child has asthma?" This question is asked in all waves except wave 1 for B-cohort. 5 These variables are derived from responses to the following questions, respectively: "Does child currently need or use medicine prescribed by a doctor, other than vitamins?" and "Does child need or use more medical care than is usual for most children of the same age?" 6 BMI is not available for children of the B-cohort at wave 1 because the question about height is not asked. 7 In the LSAC, Parent 1 is defined as the parent who knows the study child best and in most cases is the biological mother of the child (AISF 2013). Parent 1 completed most of interviews, including child health and life events, that we used in this study. Ninety-nine percent of individuals identified as Parent 1 in the data are biological parents of the study child.
Finally, since we focused on the results estimated using a child FE estimator, we necessarily restricted our sample to children observed at least twice in the data. These sample restrictions resulted in final samples, which vary by measures of child health and maternal mental health. Specifically, final sample sizes for both cohorts ranged from 33,940 wavechild observations (of 8,098 unique children) to 42,428 wave-child observations (of 8,561 unique children) (see Tables 2 and 3 ).
There are several reasons that children may enter or exit the final sample, including original sample attrition, missing information on important variables, and the fact that we must observe an individual child at least twice to apply the FE regression technique. While reasons for original sample attrition are discussed elsewhere (Norton and Monahan 2015) , we investigated whether our sample selection criteria led to sample selection issues. One particular concern relating to our research design is that maternal mental health may affect the probability that an individual child is included in the final sample. Therefore, we ran a probit model where the dependent variable is equal to one if the child is in our sample and zero otherwise. The explanatory variables are basic demographic characteristics, including maternal mental health variables. 8 Regression results (reported in Online Appendix Table A4 ) suggest some evidence of statistically significant selection on some observables. For example, children in our sample tended to come from more advantaged families with non-Aboriginal, native, better educated, younger, two-parent households or mentally healthier mothers. However, the pseudo-R 2 values are small, indicating that selection on observable characteristics is quantitatively weak. More importantly, in 6 out of 11 regressions, p-values from a t-test for statistical significance of the maternal mental health variables included in the regression are greater than 0.1, alleviating concern that our results may be driven by sample selection.
E. D E S C R I P T I V E A N A LY S E S
Summary statistics for child health outcomes and other individual-level characteristics by maternal depression status 9 for two cohorts of children are presented in Table 1 . On average, about 30 percent of mothers of Australian children in both cohorts were depressed for two weeks or more in the year prior to the survey time. Mothers experiencing depression are appreciably different from those not experiencing depression; in particular, mothers experiencing depression have much lower K6 scores (indicating higher levels of psychological distress), are younger, and are more likely to be less educated or to have experienced negative life events. Similarly, as compared with children of mothers not experiencing depression, those of mothers experiencing depression are older, more likely to be native, non-Aboriginal, have low birth weight, or are less likely to live with both 8 Two alternative measures of maternal mental health are introduced separately because while being highly correlated they may capture different aspects of maternal mental health. Household income is not included because it is missing in about 5 percent of the original sample. Similarly, the death of a close friend (or injury of a close relative) of the mother is not included, as it is not reported for around 10 percent of children in the original sample. 9 Using the median of maternal K6 to define two maternal mental health groups also reveals similar patterns. parents. Table 1 also suggests that children of mothers experiencing depression have worse health outcomes. However, it is important that this observed relationship between maternal depression and child health measures could be driven by the effects of unobserved characteristics as well as reverse causality. We will address both issues using FE-IV regressions in the following sections.
TA B L E 1 .
IV. Empirical Framework
A. T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D S
From a theoretical point of view, parental mental health shocks may affect child health by altering a household's budget constraints, which subsequently change parental investment in child health (Becker and Tomes 1986; Becker 1965; Heckman 2012; Cunha and Heckman 2007; Grossman 1972) . For example, parents with mental health problems may face tighter budget constraints because they have to withdraw from the labor market (Frijters, Johnston, and Shields 2014) or they are forced to spend down family wealth (Kessler et al. 2009 ). Poor parental mental health could affect child health by reducing the amount or the quality of time parents spend with their children (Fiorini and Keane 2014; Currie 2009 ). Poor parental mental health may also directly worsen health of children as children may take care of parents (Coe and Van Houtven 2009) . Psychology literature also suggests that parents with symptoms of depression are often characterized by negative cognitions or overt behaviors, which in turn may limit development in children (Cummings, Davies, and Campbell 2002; Downey and Coyne 1990; Goodman and Gotlib 1999) . The above channels suggest that poor parental mental health reduces good health outcomes in children; however, there are some suggestions that the impact may originate from the opposite direction. For instance, poor mental health may cause parents to reduce their labor market working time (Cai and Kalb 2006; Frijters, Johnston, and Shields 2014; Becker 1981 ) and hence increase their time with their children. The combining effects of those factors thus leave the impact of parental mental health on child health to be an empirical issue.
B. E M P I R I C A L M O D E L S
In practice, we lack suitable instruments and data to specifically identify which mechanism prevails. As such, most empirical studies focus on the estimation of the cumulative impact via all pathways using a reduced-form model in which parental health is included as an explanatory variable in the child health equation. We therefore follow previous literature to estimate the health outcome Y of child i at time t as follows:
where MH indicates maternal mental health, which we measure in different ways; X it is a vector of individual characteristics; and μ it represents an error term. α, β, and γ are parameters to be estimated. β m is our parameter of interest. We include in X it a rich list of factors contributing to the child's health such as the child's characteristics (i.e., gender, age (and its square), migration status, ethnicity, birth weight, number of siblings, whether the child is living with both parents), 10 maternal characteristics (i.e., age (and its square), education, and migration status), and indicators of neighborhood characteristics.
11 Differences in the survey time are controlled by including dummies for years and quarters of survey time in regressions. State/territory dummy variables control for differences in socioeconomic environments by states/territories. Finally, a cohort dummy is included in all regressions to capture possible cohort differences in health development.
Regression model 1, which controls for time-invariant individual unobservable characteristics (δ i ), would, in principle, produce more accurate estimates than a simple regression that does not control for individual heterogeneity. Yet there may still be a concern that unobserved time-variant, individual-specific factors (μ it ) are correlated with both maternal mental health and child health outcomes, thus biasing the estimates of maternal mental health. We further address the possible endogeneity problem in equation 1 using an IV approach, introducing an auxiliary equation for the maternal mental health.
where Z it is a 1 × H vector of instruments (H ≥ 1), ω it is an idiosyncratic error term, and τ and σ are vectors of parameters. The elements of the vector of instruments Z it must satisfy the following conditions: (1) they must be sufficiently correlated with MH it ; (2) they must be uncorrelated with Y it except through MH it ; and (3) they cannot be correlated with timevariant, individual-specific error terms in the child health outcome equations (Wooldridge 2010 ).
C. I N S T R U M E N TA L VA R I A B L E S
We propose to use two instruments: (1) the death of a close friend of the mother and (2) a serious illness or injury of a close relative of the mother. 12 These two instruments are likely to satisfy the three requirements specified above. Specifically, they may deteriorate maternal mental health as evidenced in the psychological literature where stressful life events lead to depression or anxiety (Kessler 1997; Kendler, Karkowski, and Prescott 1999; Faravelli and Pallanti 1989) . These instruments are also theoretically sound: the (arguably unexpected) recent death of a close friend or serious injury/illness of a close relative should directly affect the mother's mental health, but only indirectly affect her child's health outcomes through the maternal mental health channel. We will empirically test the strengths of the instruments against the third requirement by (1) employing the Sargan-Hansen test to formally test for exogeneity of instruments, and (2) controlling for a rich list of timevariant variables that are potentially associated with our instruments in Section VI.
11 Local variables include percentages of individuals who have completed year 12, are working, speak English, are born in Australia, or have an Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander origin in linked areas, percentages of households with household income less than AU$1,000/week in linked areas, and a metropolitan dummy. 12 In LSAC data, Parent 1, who is defined as the parent who knows the study child best (in most cases this is the child's biological mother), was asked, "In the last year, have any of the following happened to you?" We used statements about "A close family friend or another relative (aunt, cousin, grandparent) died" and "A serious illness, injury or assault happened to a close relative" to construct the two instruments. This question was asked in a leave-behind questionnaire for Parents 1, and about 90 percent of them returned this form.
These two instruments have been previously used but in different contexts. For example, health status (including the death) of close relatives has been used as an instrument for the caregiving decision to examine the impact of caregiving on some outcomes of caregivers (Van Houtven, Coe, and Skira 2013; Do et al. 2015; Nguyen and Connelly 2014; Ettner 1995; Heitmueller 2007) . We purposely did not use a serious illness or injury of close family members such as parents, spouses, and children of the mother as instruments for the maternal mental health because they are the main recipients of informal care as found in the informal care literature (Nguyen and Connelly 2014) . We also chose not to use events such as illness, injury, or assault of the mother or the death of the mother's parent, partner, or child because they may directly affect the child's health. We also did not use events related to the mother's work or relationship, as they are particularly endogenous in our context (e.g., depression may cause relationship breakdown, and work and mental health are interrelated; Frijters, Johnston, and Shields 2014; Salm 2009) . 13 As another example, the death of close friends has been employed as an instrument for mental health when analyzing the impact of mental health on labor supply (Frijters, Johnston, and Shields 2014) or educational attainment ). This paper improves on previous studies, as it is the first to use these instruments to analyze the impact of maternal mental health on child health. In addition, unlike previous studies where instruments directly affected the individuals being considered, our study uses instruments that indirectly influence the individuals being considered (i.e., the child): this setting helps consolidate the second condition of the IV method that the instruments do not directly affect the outcome other than through the endogenous variable.
The IV approach in our research is also strengthened by three other features. First, since these instruments vary over time we are able to apply the IV approach to panel data (FE-IV approach), thus effectively accounting for both time-invariant and time-variant unobserved individual heterogeneity at the same time. Second, we have two instruments and one endogenous variable, so our empirical model is overidentified, enabling us to test the external validity of instruments. Third, by using both instruments we are able to broaden the subpopulation of interest, as each captures a different source of maternal mental health variations and thus each results in an estimate of the local average treatment effect (LATE) for the different subsets of the population (i.e., compliers) (Imbens and Angrist 1994 ).
D. O T H E R E M P I R I C A L I S S U E S
We model all outcomes as linear. While this linear specification seems quite appropriate for continuous outcomes such as the number of conditions, weight, height, and BMI, it is not well suited to four outcomes, which are binary. Unfortunately, other models that respect the binary nature of the dependent variable such as fixed-effects probit or logit models do not produce consistent estimates for the endogenous variables (Greene 2004 ).
In addition, the linear probability model (LPM) usually provides a good approximation for the "population average" that is in the interests of policy makers (Angrist 2001; Fernández-Val 2009 ).
14 An ordinary least squares (OLS) method is employed to estimate equation 1, while a two-stage least squares (2SLS) method estimates the system of equations 1 and 2. In all regressions, standard errors are clustered at the individual level to account for the fact that each child has up to six observations, one for each wave in which he or she was evaluated.
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Our estimated effects should be interpreted within the LATE framework because we use an IV approach to identify the causal impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health (Imbens and Angrist 1994) . Specifically, this implies that our estimated effects are the maternal mental health effects for those mothers who have depression due to family/friend negative shocks.
V. Empirical Results
A. C O N T E M P O R A N E O U S E F F E C T S O F M AT E R N A L M E N TA L H E A LT H O N C H I L D H E A LT H
Within this section, for illustration and brevity purposes, we will focus on estimation results using the maternal K6 as the main indicator of maternal mental health. Estimates of maternal K6 from child health equations are presented in Table 2. 16 Table 2 reports 14 Estimated results from pooled regressions (reported in Online Appendix Table A5 ) show that estimates of maternal mental health variables from LPM and probit models are mostly close in size, suggesting that LPM may be appropriate in our case. 15 In our data, we observe only one child per household, so child FE, parent FE, and child-parent FE approaches are equivalent. Similarly, clustering the standard errors at the child or household level is identical. Standard errors are calculated by a formulation of a cluster-robust covariance matrix for the fixed-effects model as originally proposed by Arellano (1987) . We use the Stata command xtivreg2 developed by Schaffer (2010) to run FE-IV models. 16 The full sets of results from both stages of the regression of child general health on maternal K6 are reported in Online Appendix Table A6 . Pooled results from the child general health equation without controlling for the possible endogeneity of maternal mental health (column 1) show that the impact of commonly controlled variables is mostly similar to that reported in other studies (Currie, Shields, and Price 2007; Khanam, Nghiem, and Connelly 2009; Kuehnle 2014) . For example, worse general health is reported for children who are male, Aboriginal, or had low birth weight. Furthermore, children of mothers born overseas from a non-English-speaking background (NESB) country or who are not highly educated, or children with fewer siblings or living with one parent also display worse general health. Results from Online Appendix Table A6 (column 2) also highlight the importance of controlling for individual unobserved characteristics as demonstrated by noticeable changes in both the magnitude and the statistical significance of estimates of some variables such as child age and maternal education from pooled to FE regressions. Results from the first-stage FE regression on the determinants of maternal mental health (column 4 in Online Appendix Table A6 ) are also generally consistent with that reported in the literature (Frijters, Johnston, and Shields 2014) . For instance, worse maternal mental health is associated with the mother's marriage separation or negative events that have happened to the mother's friends or relatives. estimates from three alternative specifications: (1) "Pooled" results estimated from a model similar to model 1 without controlling for individual FE, (2) "FE" results estimated from model 1, and (3) "FE-IV" results estimated from models 1 and 2. Pooled results are reported to enable us to compare them with those presented in most of the prior literature, which does not account for individual FEs.
TA B L E 2 . Maternal K6 (reverse) and child health: Results from various models
Pooled FE FE-IV Pooled FE FE-IV Pooled FE FE-IV (1)(2)
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Pooled results (reported in columns 1, 4, and 7 of Table 2) show that the reversed maternal K6 is positively and highly statistically significantly (at least at the 5 percent level) associated with seven out of nine child health outcomes considered. These results suggest that children of mothers with worse mental health have worse general health or more health conditions, are more likely to have asthma, use prescribed medicines, require extra medical care, have higher BMI, or are overweight or obese. Our pooled results are thus in line with that reported in the previous cross-sectional study for the United Kingdom (Propper, Rigg, and Burgess 2007) , which consistently showed that children of mothers with worse mental health have worse health outcomes.
FE estimates (reported in columns 2, 5, and 8 in Table 2) show that controlling for individual FE changes the results noticeably. In particular, the FE estimates are much smaller than pooled estimates in terms of the magnitude and statistical significance level. Specifically, controlling for individual heterogeneity at least reduces the size of the maternal K6 by one-third (e.g., the estimate on BMI). Accounting for the individual confounders also turns the estimates of maternal K6 from highly statistically significant to statistically insignificant (e.g., estimates from asthma and overweight/obesity regressions). An exception is the estimate of maternal K6 on child weight, as the FE estimate is now statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
The above comparisons between pooled and FE estimates suggest that failing to account for the individual unobserved confounders would overestimate the detrimental impact of poor maternal mental health on child health. One of the unobserved confounders would be maternal discount rates (Grossman 1972; Becker 1964) . Mothers with a lower discount rate have more risky lifestyles and hence worse mental health and also invest less in child health (Anderson and Mellor 2008; Fuchs 1982; Sloan, Eldred, and Xu 2014; Khwaja, Silverman, and Sloan 2007; Lawless, Drichoutis, and Nayga 2013) . Another unobserved factor in the child could be genes inherited from the mother (Thompson 2014) . As a result, the simple estimate, which fails to account for such unobserved characteristics, overestimates the adverse impacts of poor maternal mental health on child health. While the FE model helps remove time-invariant individual characteristics (including the mother's discount factor or self-reporting scale of reference or genetic factors common to both the mother and the child), it cannot deal with problems associated with reversed causality and measurement errors. Regarding the measurement errors issue, the current literature shows that mothers with worse mental health are more likely to report that their children have health or behavioral problems. This suggests using mother-reported measures of child health would overestimate the harmful impact of maternal mental health on child health (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005; Le and Nguyen 2017) . This measurement error issue appears to present in our data, as controlling for individual heterogeneity only removes the statistical significance of the estimates for some likely objective measures of child health (i.e., asthma and overweight).
18 By contrast, FE estimates are still statistically significant (at least at the 5 percent level) for possibly more subjective measures of child health (i.e., general health, number of conditions, and extra medical care). We next turn to results estimated from FE-IV models that address all three issues simultaneously.
FE-IV estimates are reported in columns 3, 6, and 9 in Table 2 . 19 Two results from FE-IV regressions suggest that our instruments are empirically strong. First, the lowest first-stage F-statistic is 29, which is well above the rule of thumb value of 10 for a strong instrument (Stock and Yogo 2005) . This is the case for all regressions regardless of the child health measures used.
20 Second, the Sargan-Hansen statistic for overidentification restrictions from the FE-IV regressions suggests that our instruments are exogenous. Table 2 shows that applying an FE-IV estimator turns the estimates from statistically significant to statistically insignificant for five out of six child health outcomes. After all, only the FE-IV estimate on the extra medical care outcome is statistically significant (at the 1 percent level). Thus, FE-IV estimates indicate that children of mothers with worse mental health are more likely to require extra medical care only.
Above, we used the K6 to represent maternal mental health. We next replicate the above results using the maternal depression dummy as an alternative indicator of 18 Ideally, one can use two similar measures of child health evaluated by the mother and a professional to detect this type of measurement error bias. Unfortunately, such information is not available in our data. 19 For four binary child health outcomes, we also ran pooled IV regressions that do not account for individual FEs. Pooled IV results (reported in Online Appendix Table A5 ) show positive and statistically significant estimates of maternal mental health indicators in separate regressions of all child health outcomes considered. Furthermore, in terms of magnitude, pooled IV estimates are greater (at least twice as much) than pooled estimates presented in Tables 2 and 3 . Results from Online Appendix Table A5 also indicate that using a bivariate probit estimator that respects the binary nature of the endogenous and outcome variables produces estimates that are not much different from those obtained from an instrumental variables estimator that treats binary variables as continuous. In our IV approach, pooled IV regressions may provide inaccurate estimates because they do not control for time-invariant unobservable factors that may be correlated with the instruments and child outcomes at the same time. As mentioned above, time-invariant unobservable factors such as genetic or maternal discount factors may be correlated with both maternal mental health and child health outcomes (Lawless, Drichoutis, and Nayga 2013) . These unobservable factors may also be associated with our instruments, causing IV estimates to be biased. For example, mothers with unfavorable mental health genes are more likely to have relatives with health problems because their relatives may have the same genes. As another example, mothers with a lower discount rate may be more likely to observe the death of a close friend because of friend sorting (Jackson 2010) . If these two assumptions hold, a pooled IV estimator that fails to account for such time-invariant unobservable factors could cause an upward bias to the estimates of maternal mental health. This appears to be true in our case because pooled IV estimates are always higher than pooled estimates. Unreported pooled IV results for other continuous child health outcomes also display a similar pattern. 20 Online Appendix Table A7 reports a placebo test that provides further support for the validity of our instruments. This test is motivated by an expectation that the instruments will affect maternal mental health but not maternal physical health. This is shown to be true in the Online Appendix Table A7 as both instruments, while being strongly correlated with maternal mental health variables (columns 1 to 6), are not associated with maternal physical health (as represented by maternal BMI in columns 7 to 9). maternal mental health. Estimates for the maternal depression dummy from various specifications for nine child health outcomes (results are reported in Table 3) show similar patterns as observed in Table 2 . Specifically, while pooled results show a positive and statistically significant association between maternal depression and eight child health outcomes, FE results show a much smaller association in terms of the magnitude and statistical significance level. The lowest first-stage F-statistic from FE-IV regressions is 38, suggesting our instruments are strong. Results from the Sargan-Hansen test also suggest that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the instruments are valid. In turn, FE-IV results in all cases point to an insignificant impact of maternal depression on child health. Again, an exception is observed for the FE-IV estimate of maternal depression on the probability that the child needs extra medical care (panel b, column 6). Specifically, children of depressed mothers are more likely (by 24 percentage points) to require extra medical care than children of mentally healthy mothers. The FE-IV results reported in panel a, column 6, also indicate that maternal depression marginally statistically significantly (at the 10 percent level) increases the number of ongoing health conditions in children by 0.4. The similarity in the results using different measures of maternal mental health provides additional evidence for the robustness of our findings. A common problem with the IV estimator relates to an increase in coefficient estimates and standard errors, especially in small samples (Angrist and Pischke 2008) . Tables 2 and  3 suggest that some FE-IV estimates are as large as or larger than the pooled estimates for some child health outcomes such as the number of conditions, prescribed medicines, extra medical care, and all anthropometric measures. As the FE results indicate insignificant impact of maternal mental health on all anthropometric measures, we take the cautious interpretation that worse maternal mental health may increase only the number of ongoing health conditions in children or increase the probability that the child uses prescribed medicines or needs extra medical care.
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B. I N T E R T E M P O R A L I M PA C T O F M AT E R N A L M E N TA L H E A LT H O N C H I L D H E A LT H
The above FE-IV results indicate little contemporaneous impact of maternal mental health on child health outcomes. It is possible that maternal mental health may take time to have a visible impact on some child health measures. We investigated this possibility by including lags of maternal mental health variables (and that of the instruments) in the FE-IV regressions of current health outcomes of children. Our data and empirical FE-IV methods allowed us to examine the impact of maternal mental health that occurred two and four years ago on current child health outcomes. 21 Regression results (reported in Table 4) suggest that poor maternal mental health does not impair subsequent health outcomes of children. However, two exceptions are observed. First, worse maternal mental health results in more health conditions in children two years later (panels a and c, column 2, Table 4 ). Second, and unexpectedly, children of mothers with worse mental health (measured by reversed K6) are less likely to require extra medical care two years later (panel b, column 5, Table 4 ). 21 We also experimented with longer lags of maternal mental health variables. Possibly because of small sample sizes, the first-stage F-statistic from the FE-IV regressions was usually smaller than 10, indicating the instruments may be weak in this case. As such, we have not reported results from this experiment. 
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Maternal mental health and child health: Intertemporal impact
VI. Robustness Checks
A. T H R E AT S T O I D E N T I F I C AT I O N A S S U M P T I O N S
There are a number of issues that challenge our FE-IV identification assumptions. The first threat is a lack of variation in maternal mental health, child health, and instrumental variables. The three following observations suggest that such a threat may not be present in our data. First, within-child standard deviations reported in Online Appendix Table A1 show large variations in these variables for the same child. Second, the estimates for standard errors for maternal mental health variables (reported in parentheses in Tables 2 and  3 ) are usually smaller in FE than in pooled regressions, indicating that insufficient variation in maternal mental health variables is indeed not a problem for our data (Allison 2009 ). Third, unreported F-test statistics confirm that FE models are preferred to pooled models in all cases. The second threat is the omission of time-variant factors that are potentially associated with our instruments and child health outcomes at the same time. We addressed such a threat by additionally controlling for some important time-variant variables (Angrist and Pischke 2008) . 22 Particularly, we have alleviated concerns that a recent serious injury of a close relative of the mother may cause a shift in maternal time towards provision of care to the injured/ill relative (Nguyen and Connelly 2014) by introducing a variable representing whether the mother provided any care for a relative last year to the IV-FE regressions (results are presented in panel f of Table 5 ). We have also separately controlled for two variables describing the working status of the mother for the same reason (panels d and e). We have additionally accounted for a possible scenario that the illness of a relative may affect the amount of time that the mother spends with the child by including an out-ofhome activities index (panel g) 23 in the regressions (Fiorini and Keane 2014; Currie 2009 ). Additionally, we have addressed the concern that the recent death of a friend or relative might lead to windfall income (such as bequests) (Kim and Ruhm 2012; Antman 2012) 22 We have included each of these time-variant variables separately for two reasons. First, the theoretical background and empirical evidence (detailed below) suggest that each time-variant factor may have a separate impact on child health. Second, some of these time-variant variables, especially variables relating to the father of the child, often entail missing information so including them together reduces the sample size significantly (i.e., by more than half of the baseline sample size). Nevertheless, the last two rows (panel u) of Tables 5 and 6 report the results when all time-variant variables are introduced at once. In this robustness check, we have used both instruments. Some important statistics from the F-test for the strength of the association between instruments and maternal mental health and the Sargan-Hansen test for the externality of instruments are largely similar to those reported in Tables 2 and 3 . They are therefore not reported for brevity but will be available upon request. 23 This is measured by the number of "yes" answers to questions about activities that the family do together, such as going to a movie, sporting event, library, or religious service. Our data also include information about the frequency of activities the family do together at home such as reading, games, or drawing pictures. Unfortunately, such information is inconsistent across waves so that we cannot include it in regressions. We did not include a more direct measure of parental time spent with children, such as that of Fiorini and Keane (2014) , who used responses from children's time use surveys because such information was not available in all waves and when available, missing information reduced the sample size significantly. The Impact of Maternal Mental Health Shocks on Child Health // l e , n g u y e n TA B L E 5 . Notes: Results are from separate FE-IV models 1 and 2 with the variable(s) mentioned in the first column as an additional explanatory variable(s). Instruments: death of close friend and illness of close relative. Other explanatory variables include the child's characteristics (age, number of siblings, and living with both parents), mother's characteristics (age and education), local socioeconomic background variables, state/territory dummies, year dummies, survey quarters, and cohort dummy. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parentheses. Coefficient estimates and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for aesthetic purposes. a
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by explicitly controlling for household income (panel q) and whether the mother reports that she had a major financial crisis in the last year (panel t). The inclusion of household income in our model is also to test whether maternal mental health has a separate impact from that of household income as has been done in the literature on parental income-child health ingredient (Kuehnle 2014) . Furthermore, since maternal health behaviors such as smoking (panel h) or drinking (panel i) may be associated with the instruments and child health outcomes, we have controlled for maternal smoking and drinking status separately in the regressions (Sloan and Wang 2008; Pattenden et al. 2006) . We also have included three indicators of parenting styles of the mother (panels j, k, and l) 24 as the instruments may affect parenting behavior as well as child development (Fiorini and Keane 2014) . Finally, for a similar reason, we have controlled for other variables representing maternal physical health (as represented by a general health indicator, BMI, or any serious illness, injury, or assault; panels b, c, and r, respectively), 25 paternal health (as described by paternal general health, BMI, K6, and depression; panels m to p), and health of other household members (as represented by a death of the mother's parent, partner, or child; panel s) in the regressions.
Estimation results reported in Table 5 show that controlling for all the abovementioned time-variant variables does not change our results in any significant way, as estimates of the maternal K6 variable are largely the same as those obtained from the baseline regressions (reproduced in panel a of Table 5 ). Similarly, results from Table 6 indicate little sensitivity in the estimates of the maternal depression variable when additional time-variant variables are included in the regressions. Results from these sensitivity checks when viewed with results of the Sargan-Hansen test about the exogeneity of our instruments reported in Tables 2 and 3 suggest that our instruments are not correlated with time-variant unobservable characteristics in the child health outcome equations.
B. A D D I T I O N A L I N S T R U M E N T S
While the above sensitivity tests suggest our results are robust, we further tested the robustness of the results by using more instruments for the maternal mental health variables. 26 Employing more instruments that come from different negative shocks also helps broaden the subset of mothers for whom our estimated effects are applied and thus improves the scope of policy relevance for our results (Imbens and Angrist 1994) . In this 24 These include warm, inductive, and consistent parenting style scales (Lucas, Nicholson, and Maguire 2010) . We obtained similar results when parenting styles of the father are included. 25 Unreported FE-IV results for the second-stage regressions of child health outcomes show some statistically significant (at least at the 10 percent level) associations between these maternal physical health measures and child health outcomes. Specifically, maternal general health is positively associated with child general health and child BMI and negatively associated with extra medical care. Similarly, maternal BMI is positively associated with child weight and BMI. However, we did not observe any statistically significant association between these two maternal health variables and the remaining maternal serious illness, injury, or assault variable with all other child health measures. 26 We thank the editor and an anonymous referee for comments, which have led us to use this additional instrument.
The Impact of Maternal Mental Health Shocks on Child Health // l e , n g u y e n TA B L E 6 . section, we propose to use the mother's involuntary job loss 27 as an additional instrument for the maternal mental health variables. Similar to the two previous instruments, this additional instrument is likely to satisfy the three requirements to be a good instrument as specified in Section IV.B. Specifically, it has been evidenced that job loss worsens mental health (Schiele and Schmitz 2016; Caroli and Godard 2016; Rohde et al. 2016; Meltzer et al. 2010) . Furthermore, involuntary job loss in the literature is often considered as exogenous to individual behaviors (Deb et al. 2011; Peter 2016; Browning and Heinesen 2012; Eliason and Storrie 2009; Schiele and Schmitz 2016) , so it is not likely to be correlated with time-variant unobservable characteristics in the child health equations. Finally, and similar to the two existing instruments, this new instrument varies over time, enabling us to apply it to the FE-IV model to effectively control for both time-variant and time-invariant unobserved characteristics.
The FE-IV results from this experiment (presented in Table 7 ) show little sensitivity in the results. 28 In particular, these results also indicate that children of mothers with worse mental health (using both maternal mental health measures) are more likely to require extra medical care only. As discussed above, using three negative events as instruments helps extend the scope of policy relevance for our estimates, as together they have affected about 40 percent of mothers in our sample. The results are interesting from a policy point of view because they focus on those who are often the target of public programs (Marcén and Molina 2012; Coe and Van Houtven 2009; Nguyen and Connelly 2014) .
C. A D D I T I O N A L C H I L D H E A LT H -R E L AT E D B E H AV I O R S
Having examined the effect of maternal mental health shocks on the above nine child health outcomes, we now investigate the effect on child health-related behaviors. Our data allow us to consider some child health-related behaviors, including two indicators of sleeping (as represented by quantity and quality of sleep), four indicators of physical activities (as measured by the child's preference toward the time allocation among active and nonactive activities and the level of physical activity), two indicators of healthy behaviors (as represented by the frequency of daily teeth cleaning or sun protection), and an indicator of risky health behaviors (as measured by the child's incidence of smoking or drinking). See notes for Table 8 for definitions of these variables.
We did not use these child health-related behaviors in the main analysis for three reasons. First, while some of them can be reasonably considered as child health outcomes, most of them are more closely related to child health inputs (Cawley, Frisvold, and Meyerhoefer 2013; Kopasz et al. 2010; Wheaton, Chapman, and Croft 2016) . Exploring the impact of maternal mental health shocks on child health-related behaviors could help 27 This event is derived from responses to a question asked about events that have happened to the mother in the last year: "Lost your job, but not from choice (e.g., sacked, redundant, contract ended). " We did not include other job-related events such as work disappointment, thought would soon lose job, sought work unsuccessfully, changed jobs/returned to work, or changes in work hours, as they are likely to be influenced by health conditions of the child (Chatterji and Markowitz 2012) . 28 We also implemented a list of other time-variant variables as detailed in Section VI.A and found our results were largely unchanged. Results from this experiment are available upon request.
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Robustness checks: Additional instruments identify some possible channels through which maternal mental health shocks could translate into child health outcomes. Second, these child health-related behaviors are not available in all waves of our data, so using them would limit our empirical sample sizes significantly. Third, the impact of parental health on these child health-related behaviors is largely unexplored in the current literature (Darden and Gilleskie 2016) . The results from FE-IV regressions reported in Table 8 suggest that maternal mental health shocks have no statistically significant effect on all considered child health-related behaviors. These results thus convey that children in our sample do not adjust their healthrelated behaviors in response to their mothers' mental health shocks. These results also reassure our early findings of little significant detrimental effects of poor maternal mental health on child health outcomes.
D. O T H E R R O B U S T N E S S C H E C K S
Above we introduced the maternal K6 variable as continuous because any arbitrary transformation of this variable could be controversial. However, threshold effects of maternal K6 on child health might exist. To test such a possibility, we used a dichotomous method. Specifically, we first used a dummy indicating the mother has a higher level of psychological distress if her reported K6 score was smaller than 28. This arbitrary cutoff point of 28 was chosen because it is the median of maternal K6 scores in our sample. We then used a suggested cutoff point of 19 found in the literature (Kessler et al. 2010; Furukawa et al. 2003) to define another dummy variable representing that the mother has probable serious mental illness if her reported K6 is lower than 19. This more restrictive K6 cutoff point resulted in only 4 percent of mothers in our sample having serious mental illness.
The FE-IV estimation results using the median of K6 as the cutoff point (reported in panel a in Online Appendix Table A8 ) show little evidence of a threshold in the impact of maternal K6 on child health. In particular, we still found positive and statistically significant (at the 1 percent level) estimates of this maternal K6 dummy on the probability that the child needs extra medical care only (panel a, column 5). FE-IV results using a more restrictive cutoff point of 19 leads to similar conclusions of little evidence of a threshold in the impact of maternal K6 (panel b, Online Appendix Table A8 ). Some FE-IV estimates using this cutoff point are unexpectedly large, most likely because of weak instruments as the first-stage F-statistics are lower than 2. Because the FE-IV estimates are not reliable when the instruments are weak (Yogo 2004) , we also reported FE estimates in panel c of Online Appendix Table A8 . The FE estimates indicate that children of mothers with a K6 smaller than 19 have worse health outcomes in three measures: general health, the number of conditions, and the probability of using prescribed medicine. Previously using the maternal continuous K6 variable and an FE estimator, we found that children of mothers with worse mental health also had worse health outcomes in these three measures in addition to some other measures ( Table 2 ). The FE estimates therefore also suggest no evidence of a threshold in the impact of maternal K6 on child health. Nevertheless, as expected, using the dichotomous method to define maternal mental health produces more pronounced impact than using the continuous maternal K6 variable (see Table 2 ). Given the weak instrument issues associated with using the cutoff point of 19 and the limitations of the FE estimator in addressing the endogeneity of the maternal mental health variable (as discussed in Section IV), we cannot totally rule out the probability that a harmful effect on some health outcomes may present for children of mothers with probably more serious mental health issues.
Previously, using the number of ongoing health conditions as a measure of child health, we found little statistically significant effect of maternal mental health shocks on this outcome. It could be possible that maternal mental health shocks may have an impact on some specific child chronic health conditions only. We checked this possibility by running the FE-IV regression on 21 specific chronic health conditions.
29 Results (reported in Online Appendix Table A9 ) show little evidence supporting such a possibility because almost all estimates of the maternal mental health variables are statistically insignificant. Two exceptions are observed. First, worse maternal mental health (using both maternal mental health measures) is found to increase tonsillitis incidence in children (panels a and b, column 13). Second, children of depressed mothers are more likely to have food or digestive allergies (panel b, column 7).
So far, we necessarily have restricted our empirical sample to children observed at least twice in the data to apply a child FE estimator. In this section, we experimented with applying the FE-IV model to a new sample of children who were observed at least three times in the data. This exercise is implemented to ensure that the FE and FE-IV estimators have sufficient statistical power. The FE-IV estimates (reported in Online Appendix Table A10) show that using this new sample restriction does not change prior findings.
VII. Heterogeneity
It is likely that the impact of poor maternal mental health may be different for children of single mothers because, unlike coupled mothers, single mothers lack the capacity to compensate for health issues of the other (non-co-residing) partners (Goodman and Gotlib 1999) . To explore this likelihood, we estimated the FE model 1 for a sample of children of single mothers. 30 FE results (reported in Online Appendix Table A11 ) indicate that children of single mothers with worse mental health have worse health outcomes (as demonstrated by a greater number of health conditions (for the maternal K6 measure, panel a, column 2) or a higher probability of requiring extra medical care (for both maternal mental health measures, panels a and b, column 5). Recall that previously using the FE estimator for a sample of children of all mothers, we also found statistically significant and largely similar estimates for these child health outcomes (see Tables 2 and 3 ). These results viewed together suggest no differential effects for children of single or coupled mothers.
Empirical child development literature has often found differing effects by gender or age of children, maternal education, or household income (Almond and Currie 2011) . We 29 Unreported transition matrices for each of all listed specific chronic health conditions show considerable changes over time, enabling us to apply the FE-IV approach to these child health outcomes. 30 We thank the editor and an anonymous referee for this suggestion. We also experimented with running the FE-IV model for the sample of children of single mothers. Results from this experiment are not reported because the instruments do not explain the maternal mental health variables very well (i.e., the first-stage F-statistics are lower than 2), possibly because of the small sample size. investigated heterogeneity on the impact of maternal mental health by running the FE-IV regressions for each of two subgroups of children identified by gender (boys or girls), child age cohort (B-or K-cohort), maternal education (low or high), or household income (above or below the median).
The subgroup estimation results (reported in Online Appendix Tables A12 to A15) suggest no clear differential impact by such characteristics. Specifically, FE-IV results by subgroups point to statistically insignificant impact of maternal mental health on almost all child health outcomes. Furthermore, consistent with the estimates from the whole sample observed earlier, subgroup estimates are statistically significant for the extra medical care outcome only. However, for this child health outcome, higher adverse impact is found for boys (Online Appendix Table A12 , column 5), younger children (Online Appendix Table A13 , column 5), children of mothers with lower education (Online Appendix  Table A14 , column 5), and children in lower-income households (Online Appendix  Table A15 , column 5) because the estimates are more statistically significant or of a higher magnitude for these subgroups of children. Similarly, FE-IV estimates for the number of health conditions are statistically significant (at least at the 10 percent level) for boys (Online Appendix Table A12 , panels a2 and b2, column 2), younger children (Online Appendix Table A13 , panel b1, column 2), and children from low-income households (Online Appendix Table A15 , panel b1, column 2). Our findings of heterogeneous effects of maternal mental health on selected child health outcomes are consistent with that from some studies that have found a greater intergenerational transmission in health for boys (Black, Devereux, and Salvanes 2016; Venkataramani 2011) or children in lower-income households (Bhalotra and Rawlings 2013; Kim et al. 2015) .
VIII. Conclusion
Drawing on the recent and nationally representative panel of two cohorts of Australian children, we have presented the causal effects of maternal mental health shocks on health outcomes of children from birth to 15 years old. This study improves on most previous research by using an individual FE-IV approach to deal with the endogeneity of maternal mental health.
Our preferred results indicate that poor maternal mental health does not affect children's general health, asthma morbidity, or anthropometric measures. However, we find that children of depressed mothers do need extra medical care. For this child health outcome, higher detrimental impact is found for boys, younger children, children of mothers with lower education, and children in lower-income households. We also find that children of mothers with worse mental health are more likely to have food or digestive allergies and tonsillitis incidence. We also take the cautious interpretation that worse maternal mental health may increase the number of ongoing health conditions in children or increase the probability that the child uses prescribed medicines.
Our results are robust to a battery of sensitivity and specification tests investigating the plausibility of our identifying assumption, including different combinations of instruments and inclusion of various time-variant variables. These results have been proven to be consistent across the two cohorts of children using alternative measures of maternal mental health and various measures of child health or health-related behaviors. Overall, the results from this work highlight the importance of controlling for individual heterogeneity, reverse causality, and measurement errors when modelling the effects of maternal mental health on child health. Failing to address these issues could result in overestimates of the harmful effect of poor maternal mental health on child health. Future work should take this important methodological implication into account when extending the topic to data from other countries.
It is important to emphasize that the results we present apply only to maternal mental health: they cannot necessarily be generalized to the effects of other maternal health conditions or paternal health. Neither can they be generalized to the case of mental health of mothers in other countries. Similarly, our estimates should be interpreted within the LATE framework and may not be generalized to the whole population of mothers and children.
It is not clear whether the results still apply to countries with poor systems of social protection (Wagstaff 2007; Gertler, Levine, and Ames 2004; Bhalotra and Rawlings 2013; Cesarini et al. 2016) . To this end, more studies applying our proposed methods to data from other countries, especially developing countries, are certainly needed. Furthermore, because our data and empirical strategy do not allow us to speak more directly to the impact of maternal physical health and paternal health on child health, more research into these parental health measures is also worthwhile.
